
‘LIVE’ DEMONSTRATION ARENA – PROGRAMME

Tuesday 8th March
Company

UK Border Force

Symetrica

RTP UK Ltd

CrisisCast

Scanna MSC

Cerberus Black

Session Abstract Speaker

Members of Border Force Freight Search trainer team will demonstrate the skills used to detect concealments within a 
number of adapted vehicle parts. Border Force handlers will show how their dogs can assist with these detections and also 
identify drug carriers in a port environment. 

The VeriFinder handheld radio-isotope identifier (RIID) is being launched at the exhibition. A simulated search of an air 
freight warehouse will be used to demonstrate detection, location and identification of multiple radioactive sources with real 
time reach back to a remote command and control system.

RUSTA has trained a number of drone operators for police forces for which it has developed an advanced course that 
includes bespoke elements as well as the PFAW qualification as approved by the CAA. RUSTA will explain the advanced 
course and demonstrate its own Hydro Stricter drone, which has an all-weather capability ideal for police and security 
operations.

CrisisCast demonstrates their unique method of delivering high-impact, memorable scenario training for emergency and 
incident response.

Scanna will be demonstrating how their portable x-ray systems can be used to help detect concealed IED’s, weapons and 
narcotics hidden within vehicles and cargo. Products demonstrated include the Scan-X scout and the award winning Flex-
ray system which are used globally by search and border security teams.

The A-WASP®, Acoustic Warning Signal Projector, is a man-portable, high-powered audio communications tool for the 
Police. Highly directional, it works within UK Health & Safety law, with every acoustic emission recorded by an integral video 
camera along with further telemetry to prove it. It is intended as an alternative to using force. 
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Search Systems Ltd

Cobalt Light Systems

Dog Section UKBF/Wagtail

LGC - ParaDNA

GSS 

Search Systems will demonstrate three of their products and their unique user enhanced mobile ground stations. The 
products are: SPARROWHAWK drone capture and recovery system, ROVER 600 Unmanned Guided Vehicle (UGV) for 
live video and data from unsafe or toxic areas and OBSERVER A300 aerostat camera system for wide area monitoring.

Cobalt launches two new detection systems that operate through coloured and opaque barriers. Insight200™ is an easy-
to-operate liquids screening system for fixed security checkpoints such as airports. Resolve™ is the world’s only handheld 
SORS spectrometer allowing identification of explosives, narcotics, NPS and hazardous chemicals in a variety of scenarios. 

Wagtail UK will demonstrate the capabilities of a detection dog. The dog and handler will search/screen a number of boxes/
cases/items in the Demo Arena.  When the dog detects the presence of a hidden scent the handler will reward the dog. 
Wagtail will welcome any questions during or after the demonstration.

The ParaDNA® System generates DNA profile information in 75 minutes. Military/police use has demonstrated its utility for 
developing early tactical intelligence at the point of need, via onboard ParaDNA Software, that allows immediate search/
compare functionality of DNA profiles captured from blood, saliva, semen, touch-DNA or imported from external databases.

GSS are fast becoming the leading provider of explosives detection dog handler teams across the UK and provide highly 
trained explosive detection dog teams to support the Home Office, police and private sector. The demonstration will focus on 
detection of concealed explosives within cargo using a specially trained dog handling team.
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Dog Section UKBF/Wagtail

Members of Border Force Freight Search trainer team will demonstrate the skills used to detect concealments within a 
number of adapted vehicle parts. Border Force handlers will show how their dogs can assist with these detections and also 
identify drug carriers in a port environment. 

The throw ball is a rapid deploy, self-righting PTZ camera and transmitter, for remote monitoring with ranges typically up to 
200 meters NLOS and significantly further LOS. Complete with three hour battery life, this portable system is an effective 
addition to tactical teams in the field monitoring and protecting critical routes, particularly in porous border areas.

Search Systems will demonstrate three of their products and their unique user enhanced mobile ground stations. The 
products are: SPARROWHAWK drone capture and recovery system, ROVER 600 Unmanned Guided Vehicle (UGV) for 
live video and data from unsafe or toxic areas and OBSERVER A300 aerostat camera system for wide area monitoring.

GSS are fast becoming the leading provider of explosives detection dog handler teams across the UK and provide highly 
trained explosive detection dog teams to support the Home Office, police and private sector.  The demonstration will focus 
on detection of concealed explosives within cargo using a specially trained dog handling team.

CrisisCast demonstrates their unique method of delivering high-impact, memorable scenario training for emergency and 
incident response.

The ParaDNA® System generates DNA profile information in 75 minutes. Military/police use has demonstrated its utility for 
developing early tactical intelligence at the point of need, via onboard ParaDNA Software, that allows immediate search/
compare functionality of DNA profiles captured from blood, saliva, semen, touch-DNA or imported from external databases.

The VeriFinder handheld radio-isotope identifier (RIID) is being launched at the exhibition. A simulated search of an air 
freight warehouse will be used to demonstrate detection, location and identification of multiple radioactive sources with real 
time reach back to a remote command and control system.

Scanna will be demonstrating how their portable x-ray systems can be used to help detect concealed IED’s, weapons and 
narcotics hidden within vehicles and cargo. Products demonstrated include the Scan-X scout and the award winning Flex-
ray system which are used globally by search and border security teams.

Futurum will provide a demonstration of a NEW bespoke mobile enabled application called ARTEMIS which can be used for 
a comprehensive suite of training scenarios. The demonstration will use a surveillance training scenario linked to a people 
trafficking operation.

Wagtail UK will demonstrate the capabilities of a detection dog. The dog and handler will search/screen a number of boxes/
cases/items in the Demo Arena.  When the dog detects the presence of a hidden scent the handler will reward the dog. 
Wagtail will welcome any questions during or after the demonstration.
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RTP UK Ltd

Cobalt Light Systems

RUSTA has trained a number of drone operators for police forces for which it has developed an advanced course that 
includes bespoke elements as well as the PFAW qualification as approved by the CAA. RUSTA will explain the advanced 
course and demonstrate its own Hydro Stricter drone, which has an all-weather capability ideal for police and security 
operations.

Cobalt launches two new detection systems that operate through coloured and opaque barriers. Insight200™ is an easy-
to-operate liquids screening system for fixed security checkpoints such as airports. Resolve™ is the world’s only handheld 
SORS spectrometer allowing identification of explosives, narcotics, NPS and hazardous chemicals in a variety of scenarios.
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UK Border Force

Scanna MSC

Search Systems Ltd

CrisisCast

GSS 

Members of Border Force Freight Search trainer team will demonstrate the skills used to detect concealments within a 
number of adapted vehicle parts. Border Force handlers will show how their dogs can assist with these detections and also 
identify drug carriers in a port environment. 

Scanna will be demonstrating how their portable x-ray systems can be used to help detect concealed IED’s, weapons and 
narcotics hidden within vehicles and cargo. Products demonstrated include the Scan-X scout and the award winning Flex-
ray system which are used globally by search and border security teams. 

Search Systems will demonstrate three of their products and their unique user enhanced mobile ground stations. The 
products are: SPARROWHAWK drone capture and recovery system, ROVER 600 Unmanned Guided Vehicle (UGV) for 
live video and data from unsafe or toxic areas and OBSERVER A300 aerostat camera system for wide area monitoring.

CrisisCast demonstrates their unique method of delivering high-impact, memorable scenario training for emergency and 
incident response.

GSS are fast becoming the leading provider of explosives detection dog handler teams across the UK and provide highly 
trained explosive detection dog teams to support the Home Office, police and private sector.  The demonstration will focus 
on detection of concealed explosives within cargo using a specially trained dog handling team.
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Cobalt Light Systems

RTP UK Ltd

Symetrica

Dog Section UKBF/Wagtail 
UK Ltd

Cobalt launches two new detection systems that operate through coloured and opaque barriers. Insight200™ is an easy-
to-operate liquids screening system for fixed security checkpoints such as airports. Resolve™ is the world’s only handheld 
SORS spectrometer allowing identification of explosives, narcotics, NPS and hazardous chemicals in a variety of scenarios.

RUSTA has trained a number of drone operators for police forces for which it has developed an advanced course that 
includes bespoke elements as well as the PFAW qualification as approved by the CAA. RUSTA will explain the advanced 
course and demonstrate its own Hydro Stricter drone, which has an all-weather capability ideal for police and security 
operations.

The VeriFinder handheld radio-isotope identifier (RIID) is being launched at the exhibition. A simulated search of an air 
freight warehouse will be used to demonstrate detection, location and identification of multiple radioactive sources with real 
time reach back to a remote command and control system.

Wagtail UK will demonstrate the capabilities of a detection dog. The dog and handler will search/screen a number of boxes/
cases/items in the Demo Arena.  When the dog detects the presence of a hidden scent the handler will reward the dog. 
Wagtail will welcome any questions during or after the demonstration.
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